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By TOME. Illustrated by Janry

CINEBOOK: The 9th Art Publisher, Canterbury, 2014. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 1st English
Edition. 60pp Suitable for: 8+ years. In stock in Australia NOW, for immediate delivery! A hilarious
flashback to Moscow in Soviet times for Spirou and Fantasio!In this adventure .Spirou and Fantasio,
in transit through Paris airport, are kidnapped by French counter-intelligence: in exchange for the
release of two French nationals from Soviet prisons, the KGB demanded the two reporters'
assistance. Because Moscow has a problem: the mob is getting increasingly powerful and bold, and
it has infiltrated the authorities so thoroughly they can't fight back anymore. They do know,
however, that the big boss is someone Spirou and Fantasio have met before and simply cannot
ignore . Key Points: * The Spirou character was created in 1938 and is still hugely successful around
the world * Published in English for the first time * Adapted into video game and manga format *
More than 20 million copies sold to date * An average of 200,000 copies sold each year. Andre
Franquin took the 'Spirou and Fantasio' reins after the end of the Second World War, from the
hands of Jije. For 20 years Franquin continues create the...
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Without doubt, this is actually the very best function by any article writer. it was writtern quite flawlessly and valuable. Once you begin to read the book, it
is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Pr of . Isobel Heller  MD-- Pr of . Isobel Heller  MD

It becomes an incredible ebook which i have at any time go through. It normally fails to charge excessive. Your daily life period will be enhance the instant
you full reading this article book.
-- Aliz e B a shir ia n I-- Aliz e B a shir ia n I
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